
Wormax.io

**About Wormax.io**

Wormax.io is an online multiplayer game for smartphones and tablets. Players have to control a

worm, collect dots and try to become the longest worm on the field.

Wormax.io is a popular browser game that can now even be played on mobile devices. In

Wormax.io, you control a worm across a field and collect colorful dots. The more points you

collect, the longer your worm will get. Your goal is to become the longest worm on the field and

survive as long as possible. Since numerous enemies wait to cross your path, you can use

boosters or special skills to defend yourself.io for free on our website.

**Wormax.io - Features:** 

- Build the longest worm: In Wormax.io, your primary goal is to become the longest worm on the

field. For this you have to collect small colorful dots, which are scattered on the field. The more

points you collect, the longer your snake gets. But beware: There are many other worms on the

field that could block your way or eat the dots. Because of that, you have to be extra careful. Once

you touch another worm, the game is over for you.

- Unlock special abilities: In order to collect even more dots and dodge opponents better,

Wormax.io offers you various special abilities, which will be unlocked during the game. Once you

reach 100 points, you can for example use the ability to immediately stop your worm. If you score

500 points, you have the opportunity to cross other worms temporarily without being harmed.

- Use Boosters: On the field, you can collect not only colorful dots, but also various boosters, which

can help you enormously with your mission. With the help of boosters, you can for example

automatically extend the length of your worm, attract food, or make your worm toxic for your

opponents.

- Multiplayer or Single Player: You can play Wormax.io in either in single player mode or in online

multiplayer mode. When you play Wormax.io in single player mode, you battle the computer. In

multiplayer mode you fight against opponents from all around the world in real time. You can also

invite friends to your game. Like that, you can easily find out who is the best Wormax player.

Conclusion: Wormax.io is a colorful game, which is suitable for younger players due to its simple

game principle. The game is reminiscent of classic games such as Snake or Slither: In Wormax.io

you also have to control a worm, collect dots to get longer and beware of other worms and

obstacles. Special functions such as the boosters or the various abilities of the worms, however,

make the game still modern and new. Wormax.


